[Genetic effects in Drosophila melanogaster induced by chronic low-dose irradiation].
It was investigated the influence of the chronic gamma-irradiation in the dose rate of 0.17 sGy/h on the rate of genetic variability in the laboratory strains of Drosophila melanogaster with genotypic distinguishes in mobile genetic elements and defects in the DNA repair processes. It was shown that the rates of induction of recessive lethal mutations depended on genotype of investigated strains. In the different strains we have observed an increase as well as a decrease of the mutation rate. Also in was established that irradiation leads to the frequencies of the GD-sterility and mutability of the snw and h(w+) in the P-M and H-E dysgenic crosses. The obtained results suggest that mobile genetic elements play an important role in the forming of genetic effects in response to low dose irradiation.